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Classical Planning: Symbolic Models
● One possible state representation of 3x3 sliding tile puzzle (8-puzzle)



Classical Planning: Symbolic Models
● One possible action representation of 3x3 sliding tile puzzle (8-puzzle)



Knowledge Acquisition Bottleneck
● ideally, symbolic models should be learned/generated by the machine itself.
● In practice, they must be hand-coded by a human, resulting in the so-called 

Knowledge Acquisition Bottleneck.
● fully automatically acquire symbolic models for Classical Planning:

○ Symbolic Grounding
○ Action Model Acquizition



Autoencoders and Latent Representations
● a type of feed-forward neural network that learns an identity function whose 

output matches the input [Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006].
● AEs are trained by backpropagation (BP) to minimize the reconstruction loss.



LatPlan: System Architecture
● Inputs:

○ Transition Input (Tr): set of pairs of raw data. Each pair tri = (prei , suci) ∈ Tr.
○ Planning input (i, g), a pair of raw data, which corresponds to the initial and the goal state of 

the environment.

● Output:
○ a data sequence representing the plan execution that reaches g from i.



LatPlan: System Architecture
● LatPlan works in 3 phases:

○ a State Autoencoder (SAE) learns a bidirectional mapping between raw data (e.g., images) 
and propositional states from a set of unlabeled, random snapshots of the environment.

○ an AMA method identifies the action symbols from Tr and learns an action model, both in an 
unsupervised manner.

○ a planning problem instance is generated from the planning input (i, g). These are converted 
to symbolic states by the SAE, and the symbolic planner solves the problem.
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VAE
● Standard autoencoders learn to generate compact representations and 

reconstruct their inputs well, but asides from a few applications like denoising 
autoencoders, they are fairly limited. 

● The fundamental problem with autoencoders, for generation, is that the latent 
space they convert their inputs to and where their encoded vectors lie, may 
not be continuous, or allow easy interpolation.



VAE
How it resolves the issue?



VAE (reparameterization trick)



SAE as a Gumbel-Softmax VAE
● One of the main themes in Deep Learning is to “let the neural net figure out all 

the intermediate features”.
● What happens if we want to learn intermediate representations that are 

discrete?



Reparameterization Trick

● a re-parameterization trick for a distribution that we can smoothly deform into 
the categorical distribution.

argmax is not differentiable, so we simply use the softmax function as a 
continuous approximation of argmax:



SAE as a Gumbel-Softmax VAE
●



SAE as a Gumbel-Softmax VAE
● key observation is that these categorical variables can be used directly as 

propositional symbols by a symbolic reasoning system, i.e., this gives a 
solution to the propositional symbol grounding in our architecture.



Action model acquisition - AMA1
● AMA1 is a trivial, oracular strategy which generates a model based on all 

transitions, i.e., T r contains image pairs representing all transitions that are 
possible in this domain.

● AMA1 is intended to demonstrate the overall feasibility of SAE-produced 
propositions and the overall LatPlan architecture.



Action model acquisition - AMA1
● AMA1 compiles Tr directly into a PDDL model:

○ Each transition tri ∈ T r directly maps to an action ai.
○ si is directly used as the preconditions of action ai .
○ The add/delete effects of action i are computed by taking the bitwise difference between si and 

ti.



AMA2: Action Symbol Grounding
● LatPlan + AMA1 shows that the SAE can robustly learn image ↔ 

propositional vector mappings from examples.
● 3 steps:

○ Identify the “types” of transitions, where each “type” is an identifiable, action symbol.
○ Identify the preconditions and the effects of each action and store the information in an action 

model.
○ Represent the model in a modeling language (e.g., PDDL).

● AMA2 comprises two networks: an Action Autoencoder (AAE) and an Action 
Discriminator (AD).



Action Autoencoder
●



Action Discriminator
● An AAE identifies the number of actions and learns the effects of actions, but 

does not address the applicability (preconditions) of actions.
● One technical problem in training the AD is that explicit invalid transitions are 

unavailable.
○ To overcome this issue, we can use the PU-Learning framework



PU-learning
● Divide data into a training set and validation set, as usual.
● Then, a binary classifier is trained.
● As a performance improvements train a State Discriminator.



Planning in LatPlan using AMA2
● Use AMA2 as a successor function.
● Using A* to search for the goal state.


